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ABSTRACT 
The Moore-Penrose inverses of Toeplitz matrices can always be represented as a 
sum of products of lower and upper triangular Toeplitz matrices, which extends the 
well-known theorem by Gohberg and Semencul regarding the inverses of Toeplitz 
matrices. 
Gohberg and Semencul (1972) gave a theorem for the inversion of 
Toeplitz matrices as follows [l]: 
If the Toeplitz matrix T, = (ti_j>Fj=,, is such that each of the systems of 
equations 
2 ti_jrj=6i,o (i=O,l,..., n), 
j=O 
2 ti_j yj_, = si,, (i=O,l,...,n) 
j=O 
is solvable and satisfies the condition x0 z 0, then T, is nonsingular and its 
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inverse matrix TL’ is given by the formula 
’ 0 0 . . 0 0’ 10 x, x,_l . . . Xl\ 
Y-n 0 ‘.’ 0 0 0 0 xn ,.. x2 
- y_n+l y_, . . . 
\ Y-l Y-2 ... Y-” q \o 0 0 . . . o ,I 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 . . . x, 
The condition r. # 0 implies that the truncated matrix T,_ 1 of T, is 
nonsingular. In this paper, the well-known theorem by Gohberg and 
Semencul is extended to more general and singular cases. We show that 
though the Moore-Penrose inverse T,’ may not be Toeplitz, it can always be 
represented as a sum of products of lower and upper triangular Toeplitz 
matrices. 
We first give another form of some formulae derived by Hartwig [2] for 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of a bordered matrix. 
LEMMA. Consider the real bordered matrix 
(1) 
Define k := A+c, h := A T+b u := (I- AA+)c, v := (I - A+A)b, and z := 
d - bTA’ c. Moreover, let (x’, x0) and (yT, Y,)~ denote the last row vector 
and last column vector of M+, respectively. Then x0 = y. and 
M+= 



































1 if u = 0, 0 = 0, 
-1 if u # 0, v # 0, 
CY= 
-l-z”(l+kTk)-‘(vTv)-l zf u=o, vzo, 
-l-z”(l+hrh)-‘(uru)-’ g u#O, v=O. 
Proof. It follows directly from (lo), (12), (17), (19), (20) in Hartwig [2]. 
n 
REMARK 1. There are a few misprints in some formulae derived by 
Hartwig [2]. For example, a minus sign is missing in the block (2,2) element 
of Mf in (19) and (20); A* has to be replaced by A+ in (12); in (20), the 
(1,l) element in Mf should be 
(M+),,=A+-A+hh*(l+h*h)-’ 
+Z,l[k+zA+h(l+h*h)-l][s*h*(l+h*h)-’-u*]. 
REMARK 2. In the Lemma, the last row vector (rr,xJ and the last 
column vector (yr, yJr of M+ can be evaluated as shown in Table 1, where 
z+= .z 
{ 
-1 if z#O, 
0 if z = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let M in (1) be an (n + l)x(n + 1) Toeplitz matrix, and let 
k, h, (Y, .z, x, y, and x0 be defined as in the Lemma. Let 
x=(Xn T”_l ... X,)T, Y =(Y-” Y-n+1 ... Y-l)T> 
h=(h, h,_, ... hJT, k=(k_, k_,+, **. k_JT. 
The Moore-Penrose inverse M f of M is then given by the fomnula 
x0 0 . 0 
M+=aZ Xl x0 “’ 0 0 yo ... II :( 
Yo Y-1 .” Y-" 
Y-n+1 
,.,,...,....,., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xn x,-1 x0 0 0 . yo 
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( 0 0 . . . 0 0 
y_n 0 . . . 0 0 
- y-n+, yen ... 0 0 
., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ Y-l y-2 . . yen 0 
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II 
0 X” X”_l x1’ 
0 0 X” . . . x2 
II 0 0 0 0 o,I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 *.. X” 
x0 0 . . . 0 
Xl x0 . . . 0 ! :i 
-1 k_, . . . k-, 
0 -1 . . . k_,+, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.....,.,........ 
x, Xn-l .., x0 0 0 . . -1 
- k_,+, k_, . . . 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ k_, k_, . . . L, 0 
‘0 X” xn-, Xl 
0 0 xn x2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 x, 
,o 0 0 0 
r 
’ 0 0 . . . o o\ 10 h, h,_, h, 
0 o 0 0 h . . . h, 
.:. . . . . 
o o 0 . . . h, 
( 
k!,, 
0 . 0 0 
0 0 
k- “+, k:,, ::: 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, k_, kp, . . . k-, 0 
\ /o h, h,_, . h, 
o 0 h, . h, 
., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
o o 0 h, 
I ,o 0 0 . . . 0 
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Proof. Using the fact that for a Toeplitz matrix T one always has 
T = ]T*J and hence Tf = JT’*J, where J denotes the matrix of counteri- 
dentity, we have, from (2), 
YTl 
JX A++az]xy*J-(l- “ZXo)(Jxk*J + JhyTJ + r,JhkTJ) 
. (4) 
Comparing (2) and (4) gives 
(M+)i+l,j+l = (M+)i.j + “z(Xi+lY-j-l- Y-n+iXn-j) 
-(l- azxo)[(“i+lk-j-, - k_“+ix,_j) 
+(hi+lY-j-l - Y-n+ihn-j) 
from which the formula (3) holds. The proof is done. n 
The following theorem can be easily proved from (3) and (4). 
THEOREM 2. Let M in (1) be un (n + l)X(n + 1) Toeplitz matrix, and let 
xi, y-i, k_i, hi, and Z,CY be defined as in Theorem 1. The Moore-Penrose 
inverse A f of the truncated matrix A of M is constructed by the formula 
I 
y_, 0 . 0 \ xn x,-, ... Xl 
_ Y-n+1 Y-” ..’ 0 0 x, x2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 
Y-l i y_2 y_,j 0 0 ... X” II 
x0 0 . -1 k-1 . . . k-“,, 
Xl x0 . . . 0 -1 . k_n+2 
................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
X”_l X”_2 ... X” 0 0 . . . -1 
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k_, 0 . . 0 x, %,,-I . . . ~1 
k _-n+l k_, . . . 0 0 x,, . . . x2 - I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I k_, k-, . . . k_,j\O 0 . . . X” II 
k --n 0 . . . 0 ’ /h, h,_, . h, 
k_ n+l k_, . . . 0 0 h, . . . h, - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
k -1 k_, . . . k_,, \ 0 0 . . . h, ! 
REMARK 3. If the truncated matrix A as in (1) is nonsingular and z # 0, 
then the matrix M is nonsingular and the formula (3) is reduced to the 
well-known Gohberg-Semencul formula. 
The author appreciates the helpfil cmnments of the referee. 
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